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CollettivO CineticO is an experimental performing arts group founded in 2007 by the 
choreographer Francesca Pennini in collaboration with the dramaturg Angelo Pedroni 
and more than 50 artists from different disciplines. Their research focuses on the nature 
of the performative event discussing its mechanisms with ludic and rigorous formats, in 
the interstices between dance, theater and visual arts. The company is supported by 
the Ministry of Culture, Emilia Romagna Region and is resident at the Teatro Comunale 
in Ferrara. Until now the company has created 37 pieces receiving many awards: 
Giovani Danz’Autori Prize 2008; Rete Critica Award as Best Italian artist 2014;  
Jurislav Korenić Award Best Young Theatre Director 2014; Danza & Danza Prize as Best 
choreographer and interpreter 2015; UBU nomination as best interpreter; MESS Prize 
2016 at BE Festival - Birmingham; Hystrio Iceberg Award 2016; Prize of the National 
Association of Critics ANCT as dance theatre company 2016.



 

FRANCESCA PENNINI (Ferrara, 1984)  
She starts off as a gymnast and then devoted 
herself to contemporary dance. She studied at 
Balletto di Toscana, Laban Centre in London and 
she explored a broad range of disciplines: from 
butoh to free diving, from martial arts to disco-
dance competitions. She worked as a freelance 
dancer for Sasha Waltz & Guests. In 2007 she founds 
the company CollettivO CineticO as a flexible net 
of artists: more than 50 members from different 
disciplines focusing on movement and keeping the 
structure of the company itself in constant 
dynamic. Her work crosses genders and codes 
reformatting the rules of the performative event, 
challenging the relationship with the spectator, 
meeting different kinds of bodies and spaces with a 
rigorous yet ironic approach. She gives lectures 
and seminars in museums and arts centers 
(Biennale College Danza in Venice, MAXXI Museum 
in Rome...) and she developed devices and 
didactic methodologies for a peculiar 
choreographic approach also with non 
professionals. Until now she created 37 pieces as 
choreographer of the company, winning many 
awards: Giovani Danz’Autori Prize 2008; Rete Critica 
Award as Best Italian artist 2014; Jurislav Korenić 
Award Best Young Theatre Director 2014; Danza & 
Danza Prize as Best choreographer and interpreter 
2015; UBU nomination as best interpreter Under 35; 
MESS Prize 2016 at BE Festival - Birmingham; Hystrio 
Iceberg Award 2016; Prize of the National 
Association of Critics ANCT as dance theatre 
company 2016. CollettivO CineticO is resident 
company at the municipal theatre of Ferrara 
“Teatro Comunale Claudio Abbado” and 
supported by MIBACT and Regione Emilia-
Romagna. 
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NEW PROJECTS: 

SYLPHIDARIUM  
Maria Taglioni on the ground 

piece for 8 dancers and 3 musicians 
original music by Francesco Antonioni 

UNDER CREATION:  

BENVENUTO UMANO 
piece for 6 dancers /circus artists 

première: Ferrara, 11 October 2017 

BOLERO 
piece for Balletto di Roma 

<age> 
piece for 9 teenagers 

*plek- 
piece for 3 dancers and a sopranist singer 

(n) those that from distance look like flies  
urban body installation 

Hamlet 
piece for 3 dancers and 4 candidates voted by the audience 

Miniballetto n.1 
piece for 1 dancer and a remote control drone 

<age> second edition 
piece for 9 teenagers 

Ballroaming 
urban performative practice 

Undernatural 
piece for 12 dancers 

Miniballetto n.2 
piece for 1 dancer and a remote control drone 

Tsubo 
urban performance for 6 dancers 

10 miniballetti  
piece for 1 dancer and a remote control drone 

Postural variations of the inhabitants of  
asymmetrical rooms in controlled weather  
conditions (any who trips does it on purpose) 
performance for 11 dancers 

Sherlock Holmes 
theater piece for kids 

The stone house of the eldest brother 
site-specific interactive performance part of Benvenuto Umano 

A different kind of age 
piece for 9 teenagers and 9 over60 

Orizzontale Grande 
site-specific performance part of Benvenuto Umano

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

NOW



NEW PROJECT  
2017 

BENVENUTO 
UMANO 

A piece that cross-references the 
mysteries of Schifanoia’s paintings 

with the traditional Chinese medicine. 
A taste for the detail that spreads in 
the complexity of pagan rites from 

different civilizations. 
Anatomy and astronomy, natural 

elements and urban perspectives in a 
body work that speaks a forgotten 

and a just invented language. 

CONNECT: 
stomach / march / knot / bloody 

alien/ three miles on the legs / tag 
Kenny / metal / cyclops/ foreign 

haruspex / weather / whale 
far wide open eyes / twins 
blossom / 1 liter of sweat 

 





BENVENUTO UMANO is developing in site-specific performances throughout 2016 and 
2017. Each one starts from a tsubo point, in connection with an element of 
Schifanoia’s paintings and it relates to a peculiar location. Benvenuto Umano will be 
a full stage piece of contemporary circus, with a cast of acrobats and dancers. ph
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1st point: ORIZZONTALE GRANDE 
Part of “IPERCINETICA”, focus on CollettivO CineticO for the 
city of Bologna curated by ERT Emilia Romagna Teatro. 
Location: Baseball stadium 

2nd point: THE STONE HOUSE OF THE ELDEST BROTHER 
Interactive performance produced and premièred at 
Drodesera Festival (TN). 
Location: underground cellars 

Future points will be in historical and natural locations in 
Ferrara (Schifanoia’s Museum, Castle, City walls etc.) and 
the full piece will premiere in Autumn 2017 at Teatro 
Comunale of Ferrara. 
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Video trailer: 
collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-sylphidarium.html 

Full video: 
collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-sylphidarium-full.html 

http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-sylphidarium.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-sylphidarium-full.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-sylphidarium.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-sylphidarium-full.html






10 miniballetti 

An anthology of dances balancing between 
geometry and swirl where the aerial element is the 

paradigm for a reflection on the boundaries of 
control. Currents and storms, air fans and drones, 
birds and grand-jetés become allegories of the 

relationship between choreography and dance. 
Score of this exploration is a notebook from the 

childhood of Francesca Pennini, where she wrote 
dozens of choreographies, invented but never 
performed. A time machine for an impossible 

archeology that triggers a respiratory exchange, 
mixing the volumes between body and space, past 
and present, audience and stage and creating a 

mobile, suspended, deposited geography. 

video trailer 
collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-10mini.html 

full video 
collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-10mini-full.html 

45’

3

http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-10mini.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-10mini-full.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-10mini.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-10mini-full.html












 

CollettivO CineticO’s Hamlet is a lethal mechanism.  
The stage is set to bear uncertainty and inevitability in a constant limbo between irony and tragedy, 
prose and dance, movement and enunciation. Professional actors, amateurs, nerds, shy 
intellectuals, hairdressers, exhibitionists, bored businessmen and last second replacements 
compete to be the main character of the show: Hamlet.  
They are real candidates who do not know what awaits them on stage. Led by a disembodied 
voice-over and maneuvered by mute warders, the candidates fight in a series of trials which 
translate the formal principles of Shakespeare’s text. To be or not to be? To act or to be acted? 
It is the audience of each evening that chooses the winner of the title: the only survivor among the 
bodies of his opponents abandoned on the ground  in a  landscape of Hamlets that adds up to the 
many others who, for centuries, met the most emblematic play ever.
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TRAILER:  collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-amleto.html   FULL:  collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-amleto-full.html

http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-amleto.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-amleto-full.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-amleto.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-amleto-full.html




XD the obscenity of teeth 
The emoticon XD represents an ultra-smiling face. Here the X is 
a cartesian cross that defines the place of the sight: it works as 
a pointer addressing the spectator’s gaze, or as a cover on the 
performers’ eyes. The teeth (D) are the fil rouge through an 
overexposed declination of the concept of smiling.  
The stage floor is like the page of a comic where the frames 
are built and deconstructed live in a rigorous - yet ironic - 
survey about visual perception. 
At the end of the piece the spectators can buy - perfectly 
vacuumed, packaged and catalogued - the remains of the 
show (some crumbled bits of tape, used bubble gum, 
squeezed toothpaste tubes…) as fetishes of an ephemeral 
happening. How much can we see? How fast can we see? 

video trailer 
collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-xd.html 

full video  
collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-xd-full.html 
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30’

4

http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-xd.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-xd-full.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-xd.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-xd-full.html
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The project <age> continues the research 

on the uncertainty principle and the 

systems of rules typical of games. 

The performers are teen-agers, just before 

or after the threshold of 18 years old.  

In this particular and ephemeral time 

span the relationship with the concept of 

rule (both socially and legally) is 

extremely specific and constantly shifting.  

A teen-ager is biologically and 

chemically programmed to be a risk-

taker and therefore it’s the ideal 

candidate to be a performer in the ludic, 

uncertain and regulated environment of a 

theatre stage. The piece is structured as a 

“human atlas”, a live taxonomy of the 

performers. 

Each performative event is different from 

the others, it cannot be rehearsed and it 

constantly presents unpredictable 

reactions generating an atmosphere of 

high intensity and subtle irony. 

full video 

collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-age-full.html 

video trailer 

collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-age.html 

http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-age.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-age.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-age-full.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-age.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-age.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-age-full.html






SHERLOCK HOLMES 
A production for kids in which an odd cleaning company must remove the traces left 
by the show of the previous evening. They are three insightful and weird employers of 

“What’s On s.r.l.”, a firm specialized in the distinction between dirt and artwork in the hard 
field of contemporary art. To do so without making mistakes they first have to reconstruct 
what happened, looking at the scene through the scientific method. Equipped with a live 

webcam they explore the details of the stage and the world behind the curtains, they 
make experiments on the young spectators, they go on a journey into the world 

of dance and theater showing its background and testing the most absurd 
choreographic solution for the footsteps they found.  The spectators are involved in a 

game that asks them to discover unusual visions in the flow of everyday life. 

60’

4

full video:  collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-sherlock.html
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http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-sherlock.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-sherlock.html
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Scrivi per inserire testo

BALLROAMING is a collective dance, a mobile discotheque, a 
movement practice, which is both intimate and public, secret and 
exposed. It’s an invitation to take part. Enrollment is open to 
everybody: you just need to build a mask, bring earphones and 
download the Ballroaming soundtrack from the internet. The 
ballroamers listen to the same sound and follow the movement 
instructions by CollettivO CineticO, given to them during a training 
right before the performance. They cross the city as a rhythmic and 
silent dancing agglomerate, a urban rite of territorialization and 
energetic defibrillation. It’s collective sweat. 
video: collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-ballroaming.html

BALLROAMING  
///////////////////////////////// 
welcome to the jungle 
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http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-ballroaming.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-ballroaming.html




cinetico4.4 is a game that develops the theoretical and practical informations needed 
to create a performance in a collective way.  
Each session is divided into 3 sets, all of them with specific rules.  
The first step is similar to a board game: the 4 participants negotiate strategically the 
directorial choices managing personal priorities, others’ decisions and randomness.  
The second step is the practical preparation of the performance and the third one is 
the performance in front of the spectators determined through the game.  
cinetico4.4 proposes an investigation and questioning of the roles [author, performer, 
viewer] by playfully shining the light on personal choices.  
cinetico4.4 was born as a way to rearrange the connections between the contents of 
any art project, to re-link them in different ways, to develop themes in a theoretical 
rhizomatic and multi-faceted map.  
cinetico4.4 is designed for players of any profession and it doesn’t require a theatrical 
experience. 

video: collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-cinetico44.html 
(video of a specific version made for Matisse exhibition at Palazzo dei Diamanti - Ferrara)

cinetico4.4 
board game 

180’

http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-cinetico44.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-cinetico44.html
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I x I No, we won’t destroy… (name of the venue) 
It’s an interactive device that allows the audience to determine the 
movement of the performers: three blindfolded half-naked men with 
a baseball bat. The spectators, using a keyboard, need to 
unscramble the code to guide the dancers handling the 
consequences of trial and error. Compositional or destructive, 
playful or sadistic, this mechanism allows the choices and character 
of each audience member to emerge in a thrilling shift of 
responsibilities shared between author, performers and spectators. 
find more: collettivocinetico.it/eng/ixi.html 

30’

4

http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/ixi.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/ixi.html


O+<  
writings against time   

  
A live dialogue between a dancer and a 

visual artist in the attempt to grab the instant 
in the only way possible: transforming it 

under the impulse of perception from one 
hand to the other in a rigorous proliferation 

of movements, sounds and images.  
While Francesca moves on a white panel, 

Andrea jumps from one side of it to the 
other, closes his eyes to the re-open them 
just for a second, than he sketches on the 

panel the frame he just saw. Ephemeral 
actions that try to catch one another despite 

their fleetingness, bouncing between 
movement and writing and leaving trace of 

their existence in a visual art work that 
becomes the score of a past moment. 

 
full video: 

collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-writings.html 
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20’

http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-writings.html
http://collettivocinetico.it/eng/video-writings.html











